
 
 

Google Meets Tips & Tricks  

 

I have low quality sound or video: 

Tip: If you are working from home disconnect from the VPN, the VPN takes up bandwidth and 
could be a problem during a presentation. If you need to open documents have them ready 
before closing the VPN.  

 

Keyboard shortcuts during the presentation: 

Toggle (turn ON/OFF) camera: ctrl + e 
Toggle (mute/unmute) microphone: ctrl + d 
Show/hide people: ctrl + alt + p 
Show/hide chat: ctrl + alt + c 
Help: ctrl + / 

 

I am presenting to someone who has difficulties hearing, what can I do? Get Live Captions:  

Tip: Enable captions while you are in a meeting, tap on the ‘Turn on captions’ button at the 
bottom. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
 
How can I add an attachment to a meeting? 

To add an attachment to the meeting, create the meeting in Google Calendar and select add 
an attachment. It will load a prompt to select the document. Tip: add a troubleshooting 
attachment or the meeting presentation 

 

 

What are best practices for presentations?  

Have 3 people, at the minimum 2. One will be the presenter, the second will monitor the 
interaction in chat and start the meeting / keep the meeting going (meeting moderator), and 
the other as a backup incase either the presenter or the meeting moderator have technical 
issues.  

 

Drop-down menus are not shown when you share a window: 

When you share a window in Meet, the drop-down menus in the shared window don’t display 
in the meeting. 

Tip: Share your entire screen instead of a specific window. 

 

 

 



 
 
 

Browser freezes when you try to share a screen 

If a computer uses incompatible video adapters or video drivers, it can cause browser issues. 

Tip:  Restart the device. The issue may be happening because there is a pending update or a 
recent update.  

 

Presentations open blank or distorted when you share a window: 

When you share a window in Meet, such as a Microsoft PowerPoint or Keynote presentation, 
the slideshow opens blank to other viewers. Presentations in 'Play' or 'Slide Show view' open in 
full screen mode, but you share only a window. 

Tip:  Share your whole screen before you open a presentation in Play or Slide Show mode. 

 

I can't open Meet on my mobile device: 

Each version of the mobile Meet app is supported for 6 months after release. Update to the 
latest version if an older version of the app is installed on your device. 


